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To whom it may concern 

 

 

 

Last year I’ve been visiting the WVP projects in Kenya, Kisumu region, as an independent 

consultant in project cycle management and organisational capacity building and was very 

impressed with the quality of their activities 

In terms of sustainability and long term results this is a model project. The ratio impact/result 

is also very high: for small amounts whole communities are enabled to reorganize their lives 

and move out from dependency; the overhead from the intermediary organization, WVP is 

very minimal both in salaries and infrastructure ( no big offices, no cars , nothing not strictly 

necessary). In this project both capacity of WVP and its partners (CBO’s) has been 

strengthened. 

At the start of the mission there was some questioning if the cash transfers to the communities 

for livelihood activities did fit in the TMF criteria; after visiting however we are convinced 

that it is not only defendable but recommendable to follow this path and should be reproduced 

in other projects.   

The exit strategy approach is predominantly present from the very beginning of the activities 

and local leadership is both used and formed throughout the intervention. 

The WVP Kenya structure is predominantly community based with a bare minimum office   

(In terms of space, personnel and overhead) 

There is the WVP local representative, an expat Program manager and two staff; strategic, 

operational (incl. funding) steering is coordinated by WVP England. The organization has a 

very strong bottom-up approach  

In these projects they are confronted on a daily basis with orphans and children in danger and 

have demonstrated an appropriate approach to address their problems; this new project seems 

a logical step forward in their work. 

 

It is with conviction that I recommend this” international grassroots organization” based on 

my evaluation of their current activities. 
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